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WELCOMEWELCOME
to the Full Pelt Magazine!

Follow Full Pelt on Social Media!

@fullpelt

@fullpeltmusic
on Facebook

on Instagram, X, TikTok and YouTube

Packed full of music news, reviews and more!

This week sees 2000trees Festival

grace our cover as they nail down their

stunning 2024 line-up. Read the

thoughts of Don Broco, Frank Turner

and more inside!

Plus we catch last week’s cover stars Lake

Malice live in Norwich and review the new

album from Grace Petrie!

And of course our News Report is back with the

latest from Creeper, Slash, Garbage, The Black

Keys, Y Not Festival, Twin Atlantic, Seasick Steve,

FM, Indoor Pets and many more!
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www.fullpeltmusic.com

the full pelt

Music Podcast

cj wildheart

The Dollyrots REWs

listen on spotify, apple podcasts,

youtube, google podcasts,

amazon music, castbox, deezer,

radio public, pocket casts & more!



N E W  A D D I T I O N S

HARD &
HEAVY

Smash Into Pieces
'Heroes Are Calling'

Like Moths To Flames
'Kintsugi'

Robert Jon & The Wreck
'Dragging Me Down'

www . f u l l p e l tmus i c . c om

Saxon
'Madame Guillotine'

Slash
'Killing Floor’

The Commoners
'Too Soon To Know You'

FM
'Out Of The Blue'

Seasick Steve
'Let The Music Talk’

Jinjer
'Call Me A Symbol - live'

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5nOOxAVs15G5PxOT7C1lsp?si=9b6f6d8536a74b0e


Every week we roundup the best music news



2000TREES
2000trees is always a highlight of the summer and in 2023 the event was
crowned our ‘Festival of the Year’ in our annual Full Pelt Awards.

Now the organisers have confirmed the stunning line-up that will grace
Upcote Farm this year and live favourites Don Broco have been confirmed as
topping the main stage bill on Saturday. This will be the band’s only UK show
of 2024!

Festival booker James reckons…. "Don Broco are easily one of the most
requested bands that are still yet to play 2000trees. To have them join Trees
legend Frank Turner, and one of the most exciting bands to play the festival in
recent years in Bob Vylan, tops off one of the most compelling line ups we’ve
ever had. The rest of this announcement, from Wargasm to Empire State
Bastard, Cherym to Vower, added to the already announced likes of Boston
Manor, Dead Pony, Cassyette, Static Dress, Snayx, Nova Twins, Crawlers and
Creeper, 2000trees this year is showing everyone UK rock is in good hands!" 

Don Broco themselves add, "We are so excited to play 2000trees this year! So
many of our friends cite it as their favourite festival, so getting to play it for the
first time as a headliner feels very special. It’s our only UK show this year so we
will be going all out! Also Reuben are our favourite band in the world so it will
be like playing on hallowed ground for us. We can’t wait."

PHOTO CREDIT: DENIS GORBATOV



2000TREES
2000trees is famed for the depth of their line-up and this week didn’t just see
the addition of Don Broco but also trees legend Frank Turner and more!

Turner himself says, "A summer’s not a proper summer without a stop at
2000trees. It’s my festival home, I played the first year, they named a campsite
after me, it’s where I belong. Stoked to be coming back through."

Also added to the line-up this week were the likes of Bob Vylan, Wargasm, Los
Campesinos!, Empire State Bastard, Lonely the Brave, Skinny Lister,
Caskets, Kid Brunswick, Palm Reader, Lauran Hibberd, BEX, Delilah Bon, Kid
Bookie, The Meffs and more!

Milkie of Wargasm comments, "Back when I first moved to England I would
attend 2000trees nearly every year. I’ve seen so many bands that are dear to
my heart in that little field and to be not only returning, but making our
2000trees debut with Wargasm by headlining a stage really is a full circle
moment." 

Palm Reader add, "This year will mark the ending of our band of 13 years. We
will be celebrating all the good times we’ve shared together by playing the
best festival in the world - 2000trees. It is an absolute privilege to play at
Upcote Farm for the 8th time and we can’t think of a better send off than to
commemorate the passing of such a large part of our lives at the place we
love the most, surrounded by friends, trees and beside the ones we love.”

PHOTO CREDIT: SHANNON SHUMAKER





CREEPER

MARISA AND
THE MOTHS

Creeper have revealed the video for the fan-favourite and live staple ‘Lovers
Led Astray’ from latest album, ‘Sanguivore’. It emerges from the abyss as
Creeper prepare to hit the road for this month’s 12 Days Of Night tour.

William Von Ghould says: “We made the video for 'Lovers Led Astray' with one
of our favourite visual artists, Harry Steel. The video explores the themes of the
song while experimenting with light and shadow. It is an unholy communion of
light and dark which threads together the themes of the existing Sanguivore
universe, while presenting something new and provocative at the same time.”

Marisa And The Moths have unveiled ‘Get It Off My Chest’, another single
from their forthcoming second album, ‘What Doesn't Kill You’, due for release
3rd May.

Marisa says: "'Get It Off My Chest' explores giving in to temptation as a form of
escape. Inspired by a personal experience, I sought refuge from drama and
grief, but somehow trouble still found me (maybe even seeking it out
subconsciously?).

The song is also a contradiction of sorts: while reflecting on regrettable actions
taken in moments of weakness, it also celebrates these impulses and
mistakes. They're part of being human, teaching valuable lessons and guiding
us to new experiences and connections. They may even help us distance
ourselves from negative influences that no longer serve us."



SEASICK
STEVE
Seasick Steve has shared ‘Funky Music’
and ‘Let The Music Talk’ from his
upcoming new album ‘A Trip A Stumble A
Fall Down On Your Knees’, which is due for
release on 7th June.

Steve on 'Funky Music': "This track is super
fun to play! It’s just about funking it up, I
have always loved funk! Bands like ‘Sly &
The Family Stone’, ‘Tower Of Power’ you
know, that was the influence here, it’s a
soul thang!"

On the album, he says: “This album was
made by mistake, as the title suggests we
just tripped and stumbled into it, and it
became my favourite album ever and the
piece of work I’m most proud of to date.
There’s not a week goes by that I don’t
thank my lucky stars for that night on the
Hootenanny which has brought us here to
this record”.

THE PEARL
HARTS

The Pearl Harts have shared new single,
‘PURE’.

The band says, “‘PURE’ is a song about
positively owning ones’ dark side, ones’
shadow and integrating the anima and
animus. Embracing our animal instincts,
especially as womxn. In a world where
womxn have been historically and
culturally pushed into a box of sexual
purity, goodness and obedience – this song
is a protest against the saying ‘women
should be seen and not heard’. Pure is an
anthem for womxn to step into their power,
not be ashamed to speak their mind and
own their darker, unhinged, animalistic
and traditional masculine side”

DELILAH
BON
The hype begins for a sophomore album
from Delilah Bon. This week saw the
release of the first taste of the record with
new single ‘Maverick’!

TWIN
ATLANTIC

Twin Atlantic will release new album,
‘Meltdown’ on September 13th!

The release is preceded by new single,
‘World Class Entertainment’, which is out
now.

PHOTO CREDIT: ANDY WILLSHER



FM
FM have announced that they will release their fourteenth studio album, ‘Old
Habits Die Hard’ on May 3rd.

Released to coincide with the bands 40th Anniversary (1984 – 2024), vocalist,
guitarist and founding member Steve Overland says, “the new album
encompasses the best melodic elements of the band’s illustrious 40-year
spanning career. We really looked at what made the most popular FM
albums great and tried to focus on that.”

Opening track and first single ‘Out of The Blue’ is out now. Keyboard player
Jem Davis says, “the band love the music of Toto and Foreigner and so I tried
to put those influences into one track. ‘Once Steve got involved and started
singing it, I knew that we were onto something special.”

“Out Of the Blue is a song that old school FM fans will really latch on to,” says
Steve. “So far, the reaction to the track has been amazing.” 

“This song will probably be in the live set for the 40th anniversary tour as it’s
one of our favourites from the album,” explains drummer and founder FM
member, Pete Jupp.

PHOTO CREDIT: PAUL STUART HOLLINGSWORTH



SAXON

THE
COMMONERS

Saxon unleash the video for ‘Madame Guillotine’, the third single from the
band’s critically-acclaimed 24th studio album, ‘Hell, Fire And Damnation’

“Both this and the title track songs are written by me and Brian actually, and
this is very ‘Saxon’, so much as I don’t think anybody else could pull that off,”
comments lead singer and founding member Biff Byford. “I sung it as if the
guillotine is a person, that the actual guillotine has a bit of a conscience. I love
the groove, it’s got a great groove!”

Canadian roots and rock band The Commoners share new single, ‘Too Soon
To Know You’. The track is taken from their highly anticipated third studio
album, ‘Restless’, which is out on 21st June.

“As with our previous album, we wanted to marry old and new southern rock
together in a way that was unique to the band’s Canadian roots,” says the
Commoners guitarist and producer Ross Hayes Citrullo. “By adding the soul
and rock elements of The Black Crowes, and the southern blues rock
undertones of The Allman Brothers to a production style akin to Blackberry
Smoke and Rival Sons, I think we developed an authentic sound that
compares sonically to some of our favourite records across all of those music
genres.”

PHOTO CREDIT: ROB BLACKHAM



SMASH INTO
PIECES
Smash Into Pieces have returned with new
single, ‘Heroes Are Calling’, from new
album ‘Ghost Code’, which will be released
on April 12th.

ROBERT JON
& THE

WRECK
Robert Jon & The Wreck share ‘Dragging
Me Down’, the second single from their
eagerly anticipated album, ‘Red Moon
Rising’, out on June 28th.

The track is a "bonafide, heavy hitting riff-
rock anthem," according to guitarist Henry
James, who adds  "This is sure to get you
singing along and get your feet stomping!"

JINJER
JINJER will release concert film, ‘Live in Los
Angeles’, on May 17th.

The band says, “Our sold-out Los Angeles
show at the end of our 2022 tour was the
perfect time and place to do something
special - something like a long awaited
DVD/live album by JINJER! The totally
packed, legendary venue, the crazy west
coast vibes, and most importantly, the
band delivering it with full force after being
on tour for 6 months around the globe -
from Europe to Australia and back to the
USA - made this an extra special night. For
the fans who joined us that night at The
Wiltern, it was an unforgettable concert,
but now every single JINJER supporter
around the world can experience and
enjoy an ideal set featuring our biggest hits
from older albums as well as recent
bangers. This is not just a DVD or a live
album, but a celebration of the first 15
years of the JINJER story, right before we
move on to the next chapter…”

LIKE MOTHS
TO FLAMES

Like Moths To Flames have announced
their new album ‘THE CYCLES OF TRYING
TO COPE’, set for a May 10th release. The
band have also shared new single,
‘Kintsugi’!

"When things go wrong, I think we are left
to pick up the pieces and forced to choose
which piece to leave with," says singer Chris
Roetter. "If it's not possible to leave with
everything the way it was before it broke,
how do you know what piece to hold
onto?"

PHOTO CREDIT: ILONA GERASYMOVA
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DREAM WIFE
International Women’s Day saw Dream Wife share their version of iconic track,
‘All The Things She Said’.

Commenting on the track, the group said: “Dream wife  women. The
controversial Queer anthem is an all time favourite of ours! The legacy of all
the things she said is a bit of a paradox - being both the first gay kiss a lot of
us would have witnessed, generating a feeling of being seen, confused &
turned on as young people - while simultaneously bolstering a legacy of
pandering heavily to the male gaze, locating this preteen desire in male
fantasy and plenty of unashamed homophobia attached. It’s a complicated
relationship to have to a song, but when it comes on at the club there is
nothing complicated about it.

In order to address this we decided to do it with our twist, speaking to the
scope of all of our desires as a band - subverting this legacy while keeping it
really fucking queer.

Also Alice’s fiance Daisy Jones wrote this really amazing book called All The
Things She Said which is a beautiful love letter to lesbian & bisexual women’s
culture. Highly recommend.

We’ve been playing the ATTSS live on our most recent tour dates and it’s
amazing seeing you all those losing it to the music - it’s been pure heart
warming, soul pumping, joy. We had so much fun recording just outside
Prague, in the middle of tour, really capturing the energy of the live show.”



PILLOW
QUEENS

HOCKEY DAD

Pillow Queens share their latest track, 'Like A Lesson', from new album,
‘Name Your Sorrow’, due out April 19th.

The band says the track dives into, "The notion of finding safety and comfort in
the presence of love of limerence is emphasized, contrasting with the
paralyzing fear of making mistakes or ruining your life or someone else’s. It
delves into the feeling of being a lesson for someone, a side character in
someone else’s story."

They continue, "Sonically, we were influenced by a range of artists from Blur
and REM to Seminsonic, New Radicals, and Squeeze. It began as a song we
felt had a strong country music influence and morphed into something that
referenced a wide range of our musical tastes. It’s the 90s soft rock song on
the album."

Hockey Dad announce new album ‘Rebuild Repeat’, to be released 14th June,
with new single, ‘Base Camp’, out now!

“This album for me feels like a fresh rebirth after a muddy, hazy couple of
years for us and everyone else in the world,” said Zach Stephenson. “’Rebuild
Repeat’ as a title kind of describes the process of making a new record as a
band. You only have yourselves as raw materials. You knock down what you
had from the past, re-design, rebuild it and repeat. Hopefully you learn some
structural integrity tips along your way.”

PHOTO CREDIT: MARTYNA BANNISTER



SLASH
Iconic guitarist and songwriter Slash, has announced that his highly
anticipated sixth solo album titled ‘Orgy of the Damned’, will be released on
May 17th.

The first single ‘Killing Floor’, which features Brian Johnson of AC/DC on
vocals, and Steven Tyler of Aerosmith on harmonica, is out now!

Slash says of the track, “‘Killing Floor’ is one of my favorite Howlin’ Wolf songs,
but also one of the iconic blues riffs that turned me on as a young guitar
player. I've always wanted to cover it in some capacity and this record was the
perfect vehicle. But playing it with this band, and with Brian Johnson singing,
it was an achievement I would never have imagined back then. Let alone
Steven Tyler providing the harp.” 

Johnson adds, "When Slash asked me to sing on ‘Killing Floor,’ I said yes
immediately. It was one of the first songs I learned in my very first band, and
when he played me the backing track it was a no-brainer, and Steven's
harmonica is so bloody hot. I had a ball with Slash in the studio, and I think we
did this great old song justice. Rock on.” 

The acclaimed guitarist reteamed with storied producer Mike Clink and
enlisted the album’s diverse guest vocalists which include Gary Clark Jr, Billy F.
Gibbons, Chris Stapleton, Dorothy, Iggy Pop, Paul Rodgers, Demi Lovato, Brian
Johnson, Tash Neal, Chris Robinson, and Beth Hart, in a similar way to his 2010
self-titled solo LP.

To round out his band in the studio and on the road, SLASH reunited with two
of his bandmates from his Blues Ball outfit in the 90’s, bassist Johnny Griparic
and keyboardist Teddy Andreadis, and brought on drummer Michael Jerome
and singer/guitarist Tash Neal.

PHOTO CREDIT: GENE KIRKLAND



HOT LIST!
J U S T  A D D E D
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https://open.spotify.com/playlist/07e6Xvj1w6TuzMLocsfxHp?si=7acad00dc2a14927


GARBAGE
Having already been announced to
appear at TRNSMT Festival in Glasgow
this July, Garbage have now confirmed
their summer plans which includes a
run of headline shows in the UK.

The tour will finish up at Wembley
Arena, with the band commenting, “So
excited to announce that after 5 long
years, we are finally returning to
Europe this summer. Hope you will be
able to join us.”

THE BLACK
KEYS

The Black Keys have revealed three
new dates in Manchester and London
this Spring.

The shows come as the band prepare
to release new album, ‘Ohio Players’ on
April 5th!



EDITORS
Editors have this week announced
details of a special show at Brixton
Academy in London.

SEASICK
STEVE

As Seasick Steve prepares to release
his new album, ‘A Trip, A Stumble, A
Fall Down On Your Knees’, this June,
he has revealed details of a full UK/EU
tour later this year.



TWIN
ATLANTIC
Twin Atlantic will celebrate the release
of their latest album, ‘Meltdown’, with
a headline tour this November!

DREAM WIFE

Dream Wife have this week revealed
six ‘surprise’ new intimate tour dates
including a Halloween show at The
Underworld in Camden!



INDOOR PETS
Indoor Pets have revealed a new
headline tour which will see the band
out on the road this May. 

The tour finishes up at The Garage in
London.

INME

INME are back with their ‘Secret
Superpower’ Tour announced for May.

The group says, “We’re back on the
road in less than 8 weeks for the Secret
Superpower Tour May 2024.

This is a new chapter for InMe. A new
beginning. We’ve wrote the best album
of our lives. And we can’t wait to share
it with you.

Come and hear some brand new
music from our new album which is
out later this year, as well as all of the
classics and bangers!”



HIMALAYAS
Himalayas have announced a short UK
headline tour taking place this June.

ANOTHER SKY

Following the release of their second
album, ‘beach day’, Another Sky have
now revealed a headline Autumn UK
Tour.



OAKMAN
Oakman will be coming to the UK for a
run of dates this July.

Announcing the shows they
commented,  “Very happy to announce
our upcoming ’Violent Oblivion’ shows!
Come experience our new set and all
our new songs live! We want to see all
of you there and share these precious
moments all together! Let’s celebrate
our debut album!

FUTURE
STATIC

Fresh off the back of supporting UK
giants TesseracT across Australia in
May, Melbourne phenomenon Future
Static head on their first ever UK
headline tour this July and August - the
Liminality Tour, alongside their highly
anticipated appearance at Radar
Festival in Manchester. 



CRUSHED BY
WAVES
Hot on the heels of a very successful
run of shows with Cabin Boy Jumped
Ship and October Ends, Manchester's
rapidly rising rock four piece Crushed
By Waves have announced their first
full UK headline tour for May 2024. 

BERRIES

With a highly anticipated second
album soon to be on the way, BERRIES
have this week revealed details for a
headline tour this Autumn.



RADAR
FESTIVAL
RADAR Festival continue their
tradition of innovation with their final
headliner of 2024: the iconic prog-
metal group Leprous will close the
festival with a UK-first real-time song
request set.

Festival co-organiser Joe James
comments: "We’re delighted to
announce the return of RADAR alumni,
Leprous, to our bigger Manchester
stage after they headlined Guildford in
2022. They’re a band I have always
been exceptionally fond of, so to have
them return and play a special fan
interactive set is a proud moment. 

"t’s taken a little longer than we
wanted, but we’re super happy to have
day splits out there. We’ve got three
final acts still to announce, so stay
tuned for that!

Next up we’ll be announcing the
masterclass programme. Roll on July!"

Y NOT
FESTIVAL

The Y Not Festival line-up grew this
week with new additions including
Another Sky, Unpeople and Gen and
the Degenerates.

They join a bill featuring Snow Patrol,
Noel Gallagher’s High Flying Birds,
The Kooks, Jake Bugg, The Snuts,
Frank Turner, Soft Play, Yard Act, Pale
Waves, Bob Vylan, Lottery Winners,
The View, Black Honey, The
Mysterines and more!



BRIGHTEN THE
CORNERS
Ipswich’s multi-venue shindig Brighten
The Corners have revealed their 2024
line-up including headliners Shame.

They join a bill including CLT DRP,
Coach Party, Lambrini Girls, The
Mysterines, The Orielles and more!

MAKE A
SCENE

Make A Scene have announced their
Summerjam Vol II event will take place
this July.

Performing over the weekend will be
The Nightmares, headcage, Graphic
Nature, Rituals and many more!





There isn’t many new bands currently with a similar level of buzz as Lake Malice. Impressive
support shows and memorable festival slots have already won them a dedicated fan base
and their debut EP won even more plaudits including winning our own ‘EP of the Year’
Award last year!

The band are presently in the midst of their debut headline tour and tonight that finds them
at the Waterfront Studio in Norwich and there aren’t many tickets left. Once inside the
venue you get a true sense of the anticipation with fans filling the front to save their spot,
and soon those fans are greeted by local openers Omega Bad.

Despite some good old fashioned technical difficulties the band leave it all out on the stage
and deliver a compelling opening set. With moments of ferocity and finery diligently
dispersed, there is plenty to enjoy during their time on stage and it’s very apparent that the
crowd agrees.



The opening third of this tour
features TheCityIsOurs in the
main support slot and there are
clearly a few of their own fans in
the audience this evening. The
band have been chucking out
some outrageously good new
tunes recently and again
expectation is high.

Sadly those gremlins that toyed
with Omega Bad take things to
another level and almost
completely sabotage
TheCityIsOurs. With only one
song down, it reaches a point
whereby all resign themselves
to a missed opportunity. What
transpires though is something
special with guitarist Mikey
Page serenading the fans with
toned-down versions of songs
which the crowd truly
appreciate.

Thankfully the group are able to
remove the gremlins in time to
quickly deliver a handful of all-
out rippers to finish their set
and show the packed crowd
what they should expect next
time around. The band deserve
credit for persevering and those
in attendance will surely be
waiting patiently for their
return.



Doors were early tonight and with an early finish due to a club night, time is running short. It
doesn’t take long for our headliners to hit the stage and thankfully Lake Malice avoid any of
the issues which plagued our opening acts.

If you were to put money on an act to breakout in the heavy world over the next year or so,
you’d expect a lot of smart money to be put on Lake Malice. As we’ve touched on they’ve
already done the legwork required to establish themselves as a must see act and now that
message is being spread far and wide.

Tonight, they explode on to the stage with ‘Black Turbine’ and ‘Bloodbath’ showing their
ungodly energy and whipping the audience into a frenzy. That level of intensity doesn’t drop
at any point with even the two new tracks in the set going off big time.

That debut EP ‘Post-Genesis’ has shown what the group can achieve but as the evening
progresses you can’t help but contemplate that this is only the beginning! Indeed, the
future of the band feels huge and that future is going to be built on the foundations of their
incredible live shows.

With just that one EP and a handful of standalone singles in their arsenal the set is relatively
short, but at this unrelenting pace you’d probably need an oxygen tank to keep up with the
band. The finale of ‘Stop the Party’ and ‘Blossom’ ends the evening in fierce and passionate
fashion and word of these shows is surely bound to spread.





Grace Petrie has long established herself as one of the country’s finest folk troubadours and
now after a much heralded sojourn touring her comedy show, ‘Butch Ado About Nothing’,
Petrie returns with new album, ‘Build Something Better’.

Petrie is now approaching two decades behind the microphone and has an increasingly
impressive assortment of releases in her back catalogue. Each album seems to demonstrate
artistic growth and particularly this album feels like Petrie’s song craft has reached new
levels of brilliance.

Yes, this is a confident and assured collection of reflective and honest folk tales from an artist
at their very best. Each track paints an all too familiar and desperate picture of living life in
modern Britain; told as only Petrie can with her lived experience and ability to verbalise the
untold.

Touring buddy Frank Turner continues to cut his producing teeth and on this record he
manages to capture the frank (pun only slighted intended!) passion of Petrie perfectly. The
clever lyricism and pure vocal delivery of Petrie though is the big takeaway from the eleven
songs.

‘The House Always Wins’ is an early standout and the likes of ‘Meanwhile In Texas’, ‘Start
Again’ and ‘Fixer Upper’ are worth a note, but the reality is that the old cliché that there
isn’t a bad song on the album is indeed very fitting here.

‘Build Something Better’ is the latest statement of an artist of unparalleled natural talent.
There are many artists and groups making sincere and striking music, many of which form
the wider scene that Grace Petrie calls home. But it’s hard to argue on the evidence of this
record that Petrie isn’t amongst the very best.



LYRICSLYRICS
ON THE BRAIN

Can you name each song from the lyrics?
Go on give it a go - the theme this week is:

TREES!

BUT IT ONLY TAKES ONE TREE TO MAKE
A THOUSAND MATCHES

WELL MAJOR OAK IS AN ANCIENT TREE IN THE MIDDLE OF
THE SHERWOOD FOREST

WALK WITH ME UNTIL THE TIME
AND MAKE THE FOREST TURN TO WINE

I KNOW WHERE YOU STAND
SILENT IN THE TREES

ANSWERS: 1) ‘A Thousand Trees’ - Stereophonics 2) ‘Major Oak’ - Beans On Toast 3) ‘Forest’ - System of a Down
4) ‘Vessel’ - Twenty One Pilots 5) ‘Kids’ - MGMT

TAKE ONLY WHAT YOU NEED FROM IT
A FAMILY OF TREES WANTING TO BE HAUNTED



Sleepy punk trio Young Fatigue are back
with an adrenaline-fueled new single, ‘Sold
Out’.

Singer/Guitarist Ash Dixon says, “‘Sold Out’ was
conceived during a painfully long train ride home
after a gig where no one turned up. We all know
being a small band or artist is a grind, but it’s hard
to not let it get to you. We were determined to turn
that experience into something positive. And out
popped ‘Sold Out’.

As a small band. you have no money, little
resources, and yet you’re expected to project a
world-class image, produce radio-quality hits, and
all while churning out enough ‘content’ to prompt
loved ones to plan an intervention. ‘Sold Out’ is
about reclaiming that experience. And I think that’s
captured even more so in the music video. Here’s
where we want to be as a band. And here’s a song
for you to judge whether we deserve it.”

Young Fatigue - ‘Sold Out’

LOVELOST - ‘BURNBRIGHT’

QUEEN LAYA - ‘IMAGE & LIKENESS
OF THE END’

Listen, Follow and Discover your new
favourite act on our ‘Discover’ New Music

Playlist

Then find out the stories behind the
songs on our ‘Discover’ New Music

Podcast!

LOVELOST release their debut single,
‘BURNBRIGHT’.

Tobias Faulkner - "‘Burnbright’ paints a sonorous canvas
of poignant loss. The song resonates with the ache of
unspoken words and the wish for a chance to rewrite a
final goodbye. ‘Burnbright' is an emotional journey into
the depths of loss and of 'what if’s.' In this song, LOVELOST
delicately explores the ache of hindsight, capturing the
universal sentiment of wishing we could have done more
to save someone we love. The melodies and lyrics create a
visceral experience that resonates with anyone who has
grappled with the profound impact of loss. It's a tribute to
the complexities of human connection and the lingering
echoes of love that remain, even in the face of goodbye."

QUEEN LAYA has announced the forthcoming release
of her debut self-titled EP, which will be released on
Friday 17th May. The announcement comes with the
unveiling of new single, ‘IMAGE & LIKENESS OF THE
END’.

QUEEN LAYA delves into the context of the new single,
“IMAGE & LIKENESS OF THE END is about my process with
social media pressures and growing up with hateful
tabloids breeding a lot of self loathe for many individuals.
This song is a conversation between myself & those exact
projections from the media. I set out to defy the low
vibrational messages, and take on a path of discovery. In
this world, having self respect & self worth is seen as a
deadly sin and the end of the world. I’m battling between
being confined in comfort, or breaking free & conquering
the unimaginable.”
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